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The Land Cruiser Festival reminded
me how passionate South Africans
are about 4x4s and like owners of
traditional performance cars, there
are plenty of owners who want more
POWER!
It isn’t just power for the sake of it
though: plenty of people want extra
torque for towing toys such as twin axle

caravans or deep sea fishing boats, so
often a lot more oomph than standard is
required.
Needless to say, our Supercharged
conversion to Toyota’s bulletproof
4.0-litre V6 remains hugely popular,
partly because it is available across
Hilux, Fortuner, FJ and the various Land
Cruiser models.

Our 100 square metre display at the
Festival was a popular stopover and it
was great to interact with like-minded
people, whose point of reference when it
comes to getting value isn’t based purely
on Rands spent, but rather what the
spend will add to their lifestyle!
Rob Green

Team Green was out in force at
Tuner Wars at Tarlton on August 23!

Sole agencies:

WE JOIN THE STRIP CLUB
WE CAME, WE SAW, WE ACHIEVED
OUR OBJECTIVE – thanks to a great
team effort! On Saturday August 22 a
large and enthusiastic RGMotorsport
contingent arrived at Tarlton for Tuners
Wars, some of the technical guys having
pulled an all-nighter tailoring the
mapping of our Golf7 R project car for
optimal performance.
And our results were impressive, out
the box. Our very first run, with a car
completely untested over a quarter-mile,
netted a time just the wrong side of
12 seconds and we knew we had a
target to aim for: a sub-12.
Despite an untouched interior and an
engine still internally stock, we ran class
H where almost anything goes,
accepting that we were unlikely to be
quickest. But we had a solid package
nonetheless: with a RGM/Garrett high
boost turbo upgrade on our custom
RGM In-house manufactured manifold
and with an 85mm downpipe, plus
programmable engine management
upgrade and running two-Bar boost on
a Torco-enriched fuel blend, we had
seen 330kW on our four-wheel-drive

dyno the night before. Keeping it all
stable temperature-wise is a
custom-made intercooler and a full
carbon fibre induction system which
fetches air from the high pressure area
just behind the grille.
Despite the ambient temperatures
rising rapidly and our limited knowledge
of the car, we slowly worked our way
down, the “Eureka!” moment coming
when Jacques The Stiglet Joubert
launched the car perfectly and stopped
the clocks at 11.82 seconds at a
terminal speed of 186,7 km/h.
There were smiles High Fives all
round, and it was a fitting way to end
the day, and while Jacques recorded
another 11.8 run, it was
five-hundredths of a second slower.
We took the car to a Volkswagen
Club of South Africa event at ODI the
following day for good measure,
improving performance over the ¼ to
11.6 seconds and hitting 242 km/h on
the standing kilometre! Needless to say,
we’re not satisfied yet, and reckon we
can manage a low-11... so watch this
space!

LAND CRUISER
FESTIVAL.

What a blast! Land Cruiser owners
know how to have fun and the
Land Cruiser Festival at Tarlton
was proof of that. Our stand was
dominated by our legendary FJ
Supercharged and a similarlyuprated Land Cruiser single cab
pick-up. Highlights of the event
was the Cruiser tug-of-war, 4x4
drag racing, and some very
interesting and unusual Cruisers
of all shapes, sizes and vintage!

The Rand is taking a beating,
forcing us to increase the price of
Torco. We’ve kept it to a minimum
and it is now R335 a bottle. What
hasn’t changed is that it’s still the
most stable product of its kind,
with no harmful side effects. Go to
Torco dealers to find an outlet that
suits you.

Rob gives The Stiglet
some final instructions...

PRODUCT FOCUS

A HAPPY GOLFER
DEAR JACQUES (writes Keagan Naidoo),
I would firstly like to thank you and
the team at RGMotorsport for the
great work put into my VW Golf7 R.
My car was handed over to you with
about 20 000 km on it and I had never
felt the need to upgrade the
performance because it was naturally
a monster – straight from the factory!
I’ve owned a few hot hatches, all of
which were modified by various
tuning companies. But, invariably,
I was never totally happy with the
result. My biggest p roblem was that
the car was never consistent and
became overly aggressive for everyday
driving. This is now something of the
past and I fully understand why RGM
is considered one of the best, if not
the best, in vehicle performance
upgrades.

From the moment I entered the
door, I felt comforted in knowing that
my vehicle was in good hands.
Customer service is taken to a new
level, and is consistently matched b y
your workmanship, service delivery
and results.
My car is an absolute dream to drive
now: the power is insane and the
delivery is spot on! It pulls like a train
and never seems to run out of speed
all the way to 7 000rpm. The best part
is that everything still works with my
adaptive chassis and the fuel
consumption is actually better than
before. When in Race Mode the
exhaust flaps are open and the real
beas t starts speaking: the sounds that
are generated are music to my ears
and I find myself driving my car for no
good reason all the time.

VPS Midrand and RGMotorsport
have joined forces and we both
share a passion for cars, and
keeping them in perfect shape.
VPS is a high-tech, multiple layer
paint protection film applied to
the paintwork of a car. It features
three microscopic layers: an
adhesive, a polyurethane film and
a protective, glossy clearcoat. It
requires very little maintenance
and doesn’t peel, crack or bubble
and VPS are so confident, that it
comes with a five-year warranty.
Benefits are obvious: no stone
chips on the bumper and bonnet,
no ‘bush rash’ if you’re a 4x4er,
and no scuffing behind the
wheelarches from debris picked
up by your own tyres! Talk to our
sales staff about the various
options and what VPS can do to
protect your investment… not only
will it keep your car looking
pristine, but it’ll translate into
better resale value

MEET THE TEAM:

We build a lot of high-quality
exhausts at RGM and one of the
key guys when it comes to that is
Heera, a long-time employee of
the company and a dab-hand
welder/exhaust fabricator. Here he
is seen doing what he does best:
heating up the motorsport
division. In fact, we reckon he’s
hotter than a Durban “bunnie”.

WE LOVE M-CARS…they’re just so ripe
for a upgrade and in fact in stock form
still have plenty of scope for further
engine development. This burgundy red
M6 with factory Competition Pack is
already pretty monster – 4.8 seconds to
100 km/h fast (despite some challenges
getting it off the line [insert video link
here]) and 0 – 1 000 metres in
24 seconds at almost 220 km/h.
We’ll be making it a fair bit quicker,
so watch this space.

We’re proud to include the following as our partners: BMW Car Club, Regent Racing, Toyota Club SA, MGSA, Subaru SA, Unichip-Q, Vari brakes,
Eibach suspension, Technizone, Roadworx, RMI, AA, Dent Express, A-Line Wheels, Drift Innovation, VPS Midrand, Bandit Signs, Glutek, Indyoil, Ohlins and Sajco

